Committee for Collaborative Provision

Terms of Reference:

1. To have oversight of University policies and processes on collaborative taught provision.
2. To provide advice on issues relating to collaborative taught provision to the Learning and Teaching Committee as required.
3. To make recommendations to the Senate Learning and Teaching Committee on:
   (a) The approval of new partner institutions and models for collaboration for proposed collaborative taught programmes.
   (b) The review and renewal of collaborative taught programmes.
4. To advise the Faculty Learning and Teaching Committees on issues relating to collaborative provision.
5. To work with Faculties to jointly consider proposals for new collaborative programmes and extensions to arrangements.
6. To consider arrangements for collaborative research programmes where these are not dealt with by another means.

Reports to: Senate Learning and Teaching Committee.
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Faculty of Social Sciences Dr Cath Jackson

Representative from International Partnerships:
Mrs Dörte Stevenson (Head of Partnerships and Global Opportunities, Global Engagement)

Representative from Academic Programmes & Student Engagement:
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Representative from Student Administration Service:
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Academic representative(s) (subject matter expert(s)):
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